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ABSTRACT We discuss the climbing of a high molecular weight liquid (P monomers per chain) on a vertical 
solid surface grafted with long polymer tails (N monomers per chain). We assume the liquid and the grafted 
tails to be chemically identical. Using a Flory-type approach, we calculate the thickness L of the film as a 
function of the reduced altitude h = h/h,, the degrees of polymerization P and N, and the grafting density 
u. The characteristic height h, is defined by h, = kT/(pga3), where p is the liquid density and a a molecular 
size. Several regimes are found. In the particular case where at h = 0 the grafted tails are stretched and 
some mobile chains are still present in the brush, y e  predict that (a) at small altitude (h < P l / 3 ~ + / ~ ) ,  gravity 
is a small perturbation and L cz ~ N P l / ~ u l / ~ ( l  - hP1/36(/3) and (b) at higher altitude, gravitational effects 
are important and L aNP1/3u1/3(hP1/36(/3)-1/2. 

1. Introduction 

At high enough coverage, polymer chains tethered by 
one end to a flat solid surface stretch away forming a 
polymer “brush”. In the past 15 years polymer brushes 
have been the subject of numerous theoretical and 
experimental studies. The scaling arguments of Alexander 
and de Gennes1p2 have recently been followed by computer 
 simulation^^*^ and self-consistent field calcu1ations.w 
Recent reviews on polymer brushes can be found in refs 
9 and 10. 

Consider polymer chains with degree of polymerization 
N terminaly grafted onto a flat surface and exposed to a 
solvent made of chemically identical chains with degree 
of polymerization P.2J1J2 The number of terminally 
grafted chains per unit area is ua-2, where a is the monomer 
size. The average distance between two grafting sites is 
given by D = aa1J2. At sufficiently low u, the grafted 
polymers do not overlap (the so-called “mushroom” 
regime2). In this regime, the thickness LO of the layer is 
given by LOCI) P awl2 for P > WJ2 and Lo(2) z aN3J5P1J5 
for P < NJ2 (regions 1 and 2 of the (P,u) diagram 
represented in Figure I). As u increases, the grafted chains 
begin to overlap for D P L. This defines an overlap 
concentration: uov P FJ5N4J5 for P < IW2 and u, z N-1 
for P > NI2. In a simple Flory picture, the free energy 
per chain for u > uov is given by 

The first term in eq 1.1 represents the elastic contribution. 
The second term corresponds to the effect of two-body 
interactions; the factor P1 corresponds to the Edwards 
screening of the excluded volume intera~ti0ns.l~ Mini- 
mizing the free energy ( l . l ) ,  we get Lo(3) = aNP1&W. 
This corresponds to region 3 of the (P,a) diagram. In what 
follows we will call this regime the “stretched regime”. 

Note that in eq 1.1 we have omitted the expanding 
contribution a2NL-2. This omission is legitimate as long 
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Figure 1. Schematic (Pp) diagram of a polymer brush exposed 
to a chemically identical high molecular weight solvent. The 
thickness of the brush in the different regions is given by (1) L 
z= aN/2, (2) L z= aP/6P1/5, (3) L z= aNP1/3u1/3, (4) L z alV1/2, 
and (6) L z= aNu. The crossovers between the different regions 
are given in Appendix 2. 

as the ratio 

is smaller than unity. For u < PN-3/2, the perturbation 
parameter [ is greater than unity and the Flory free energy 
is given by 

(1.3) 

which leads to Lo(4) z awl2. The regime u < PN-312 
corresponds to region 4 of the (P,u) diagram. We will 
refer to this regime as the “screened regime”. 

Starting from region 3 or 4 and increasing u, we reach 
region 5 where the mobile chains are almost completely 
expelled from the brush the brush is “dry“. In this region, 
the volume fraction of the grafted polymer is of order unity, 
and the brush thickness is given by Lo(6) = aNu. The 
crossovers between the different regions of the (Pp) 
diagram are given in Appendix 2. 

Consider now the less familiar case represented in Figure 
2: the grafted surface ( N  monomers per chain) is vertical 
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arguments. In Appendix 1 we discuss the particular case 
where at  h = 0 the grafted layer is in the mushroom regime. 

2. Climbing on a Grafted Polymer Brush: Case of 
a Stretched Brush  

We consider a brush which for h-= 0 is in region 3 of 
the (P,a) diagram. At an altitude h above the reservoir 
the Flory free energy per chain is given by 

19 
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Figure 2. Climbing of a high molecular weight liquid on a vertical 
plate grafted with long polymer chains. For h < hcl gravity can 
be treated as a small perturbation. For h. > hcl gravitational 
effects are important. The film stops at an altitude hc*. 

and in contact with a high molecular weight (degree of 
polymerization P), chemically identical solvent. To reduce 
the layer free energy the liquid climbs and impregnates 
the grafted chains. Since this process is limited by gravity, 
the thickness of the brush decreases with the altitude h. 
In this paper, we primarily study the variations of the 
equilibrium thickness L withh. This generalizes the recent 
work of Brochard-Wyart and de Gennes,14 who considered 
the case of a low molecular weight solvent (P = 1). We 
assume that the solvent partially wets the solid surface: 
in the absence of grafted tails the solvent would reach an 
altitude H = 2 ~ - l  sin(sl4 - 8/2), where 8 is the Young's 
contact angle and K - ~  the capillary length (defined by K - ~  

= y /pg ,  where p is the solvent density and y the solvent/ 
air surface tension).15 In what follows we will focus on 
altitudes larger than H so that the meniscus plays no role. 
We also assume that the grafted tails do not adsorb at  the 
solid-liquid interface. At reservoir level (i.e., for h = 01, 
the equilibrium thickness of the brush is not affected by 
gravity and we recover the results discussed previously. 
At finite altitude h, the osmotic pressure inside the brush 
must increase to balance the gravitational energy (per unit 
volume) of the solvent, and therefore the brush thickqess 
decreases. We can define a reduced altitude h by h = 
Ap/(k7' )  = h/hc, where Ap = pgha3 is the gravitational 
energy per solvent monomer and a a molecular size; the 
characteristic height is defined by h, = kT/(pga3) (h, = 1 
km for p = 1 and a = 1 nm). 

The organization of the paper is as follows. We first 
calculate (section 2) the thickness of the brush Leas a 
function of reduced altitude h in the case where a t  h = 0 
the brush is in region 3 of the (P,a) diagram (case of an 
initially "stretched brush"). We then investigate (section 
3) the case of an initially "screened brush" (region 4 of the 
(P,a) diagram). We use simple Flory arguments to derive 
the thickness of the brush, and we will neglect all numerical 
coefficients in the equations. The main results are also 
compared to  those derived from self-consistent field 

where the third term on the right-hand side corresponds 
to the gravitational energy of the solvent. The minimi- 
zation of eq 2.1 leads to a balance between osmotic, elastic, 
and hydrostatic contributions: 

(a) At  small altitude, the hydrostatic contribution can be 
treated as a perturbation and eq 2.2 leads to 

(b) At higher altitude the elastic term becomes negligible. 
The balance between the osmotic and the hydrostatic terms 
leads to 

(2.4) 

The crossover between regimes a and b occurs for h z hcl, 
with 

R c l  - u 4 / 3 p / 3  (2.5) 
(c) At  even higher altitude (h > h,), the brush becomes 
"dry"; i.e., the volume fraction of the grafted chains 
becomes of order unity. In this regi9n the brush thickness 
is given by L = aNa. The altitude hd, is given by setting 
L = aNa in eq 2.4: 

R,, z F1 (2.6) 

We end this section with some remarks: 
(i) Equation 2.1 assumes that two-body interactions 

dominate over the expanding contribution a2NL-2. To 
check if this assumption is valid, we define a perturbation 
parameter E' as 

If hc3 is larger than h e  (eq 2.6), the previo-us calculations 
(eqs_2.1:2.6) remain unchanged. Assume hd < hdry cz PI. 
For h < hc3, is smaller than unity, -and the brush thickness 
is given by eqs 2.3 and 2.4. For h > hc3, the expanding 
contribution a2NL-2 dominates over two-body interactions, 
and the Flory free energy per chain can be written as 

The minimization of eq 2.8 leads to 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

If we assume that for h > hc3 the elastic contribution eq 
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(SCF) equations for the brush but relaxing the above- 
mentioned restrictions. They found that the brush volume 
fraction @(z) at a distance z from the solid surface was 
essentially parabolic. In the case of a high molecular weight 
solvent with degree of polymerization P, one gets* 
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crossovers between the different regions are given in Appendix 
3. Top: 1 v l l z  < P < W/a. Bottom: P > WlS. 

2.9 is negligible compared to the gravitational term, the 
brush thickness is given by 

(2.10) 

The reduced altitude hdry above which the brush is dry is 
now given by 

h, = N-2~-2 (2.11) 

(ii) The climbing process might be described by the 
following scenario. Suppose the climbing liquid has just 
reached an altitude h. The collapsed tail at altitude h is 
then in contact with the liquid and starts to swell. While 
swelling, its spatial extension grows and we expect it to be 
comparable withl .  If L > D, the next collapsed tail (which 
is a t  an altitude h + D) is then reached by the liquid. At  
high altitude the thinning is important and we may find 
L < D. The previous picture would not be valid anymore 
and we expect the film to stop rising (remember that, by 
assumption, the mobile chains wet partially the bare 
surface). This would occur for a reduced altitude hc2 where 
L is of order D. In Appendix 3 we give the maximum 
altitude hm= reached by the liquid. This altitude corre- 
sponds to the minimum of hdry and 5 , ~ .  See also Figure 
3. 

(iii) The brush picture adopted in this paper (steplike 
concentration profiie and all free ends a t  the same distance 
from the surface) imposes strong constraints on the allowed 
chain configurations. Some time ago Milner et aL6J and 
Zhulina et  a1.S solved analytically the self-consistent field 

(2.12) 

In eq 2.12 LO is the natural extension of the brush 

Lo = ( 1 2 ~ - ~ ) ' / ~ p ' / ~ g ' / ~ N a  (2.13) 

For a brush under compression, the thickness L of the 
brush is smaller than Lo. The brush volume fraction is 
then a truncated parabo1a:BJ 

(2.14) T2P 
@ ( z )  = -(L' - 22) 6(L-2) 

8 a 2 P  
where B(L-z) = 1 if L > z and 0 otherwise. The length L'o 
(which is larger than LO) can be determined from the 
conservation of the total number of monomers. 

Let us now consider the case of a vertical grafted 
surface: at a given altitude h, the brush is under 
compression due to the hydrostatic pressure. At the outer 
extremity of the brush, the osmotic pressure balances the 
hydrostatic pressure (since the grafted tail ends are free, 
the elastic contribution vanishes): 

'/zp'@2(2=L) = h (2.15) 

Combining eqs 2.14 and 2.15, we obtain 

L', = ( L2 + ~ ( 2 P h ) 1 / 2 ) ' ' 2  (2.16) 
T2P 

The conservation of the total number of monomers 
imposes: JoL$(z) dz = aNu. Using eqs 2.14 and 2.16, we 
get 

L~ + 12.1r-2(2~1h)1J2N2a2La2~ = 1 2 a - 2 a ~ 1 ~ a 3  (2.17) 

As in the case of the Flory approach, two regions are found 
At  small altitude (h < hcl, where now hcl = l / 2 -  

( 12r2)-2/3d/3P1/3) gravity can be treated as a perturbation 
and 

At higher altitude (h > h,,) the osmotic pressure balances 
the hydrostatic pressure: 

The SCF predictions for the crossover altitude hcl and for 
the brush thickness L in the regime h > hcl are identical 
to the Flory-type predictions (up to numerical coefficients). 
However, at small altitude (h C h,~), the SCF calculation 

redicta a more im ortant thinning of the brush AL - 
might be traced back to the inner structure of the brush: 
in the SCF picture, the concentration profile (and hence 
the osmotic pressure) vanishes continuously at the outer 
extremity of the brush, leading to a larger deformation 
under small compression. 

R 'I2, whereas AL, - K in the Flory picture. This difference 
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3. Climbing on a Grafted Polymer Brush: Case of 
a Screened Brush 

We now consider the climbing of the high molecular 
weight solvent onto a grafted polymer layer which at  h = 
0 is in region 4 of the (P,a) diagram (case of an initially 
screened brush). As discussed in the Introduction, ex- 
cluded volume effects are negligible in region 4, and the 
Flory free energy per chain is given by (1.3). A t  finite 
altitude the Flory free energy per chain becomes 

Macromolecules, Vol. 26, No. 22, 1993 

F L2 a2N -LD2 
- N -  +-+h- kT=a2N ~2 a3 

(a) At  small altitude, the third term on the right-hand 
side can be treated as a perturbation and 

(b) At higher altitude (h  >bel) the elastic term becomes 
negligible- and L z L 0 ( 4 ) ( h R n / ~ u - ~ ) - ~ / ~ .  The crossover 
altitude h,l between regimes a and b is obtained by 
equating the elastic and the gravitational terms in eq 2.9. 
This leads to 

h c l  - N-1/2a (3.3) 
(c) A t  even higher altitude, h > h d r y  z N-2u-2, the brush 
becomes dry. Note that if the brush thickness L becomes 
smaller than D, we expect the climbing to stop. This is 
discussed in Appendix 1. 

4. Concluding Remarks 
Surfaces grafted with polymers have been the subject 

of numerous theoretical and experimental works but less 
is known about their behavior in the presence of a high 
molecular weight solvent.16 The climbing of a high 
molecular weight liquid on a vertical grafted solid surface 
may provide an interesting experimental tool to study these 
systems. It may also provide an experimental method to 
check the predictions of the self-consistent field calcu- 
lations. 

The variations of the brush thickness with altitude can 
be measured by light reflectivity. Preliminary observa- 
tions by Deruelle and LBger17 on vertical brushes of PDMS 
(N 4000) in contact with toluene are promising. 
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Appendix 1 

In this appendix we consider the case where at  h = 0, 
the grafted layer (GL) is in the mushroom regime (region 
1 or 2 of the (P,a) diagram). Since D > L, we do not expect 
the film to climb. Let us however consider another 
situation where the GL is first totally immersed in the 
solvent reservoir and then partially pulled out. At  
equilibrium we expect each grafted chain to form a 
hemisphere of radius R = R(h) containing some mobile 
chains (see Figure 4). 

1. If a t  h = 0 the GL is in region 2 of the (P,a) diagram, 
the Flory free energy per chain at  finite altitude is given 
by 

(A.1) 

From eq A.l  one can easily calculate the radius of the 

8. 
R z Ro (I-?-) h 

hci 

.1 
Figure 4. Variations of the mushroom radius in the case of a 
brush initially immersed in a solvent reservoir and then partially 
pulled out. For h-C b 1 gravity can be treated as a small 
perturbation. For h > gravitational effects are important. 
No mobile chains can be found above the reduced altitude h h .  

mushrooms: 

h 
Ro(2)( 1 - pl,5N-815) if h < P'/5N-8/5 (A.2) 

( p1/5N-8/5 )-''l if h > P1/5N-8/5 (A.3) 

The grafted layer becomes dry when R (eq A.3) becomes 
of the order of aIW3, i.e., a t  an altitude 

(A.4) 

2. Suppose now that a t  h = 0 the GL is in region 1 of 
the (P,a) diagram. The Flory free energy per chain at  
finite altitude is 

Minimizing eq A.5, we get 

(A.5) 

for K < N312 (-4.6) 
-115 

R z Ro(l)( A) for 5 > N3I2 (A.7) 

The grafted layer becomes dry when R (eq A.7) becomes 
of the order of aIW3, Le., a t  an altitude 

fi,, N-2/3 (A.8) 
In writing eq A.5, we have implicitly assumed that two- 
body interactions were negligible. One can show that this 
assumption is legitimate if P > W/3. For P < Wl3, a new 
region PN-' < h < P1 arises. In this region thtradius 
R is given by R z aN3/5P1/5(hpl/6N8/5)-l/6. For h > P1, 
the grafted layer is dry. 
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of the (P,d diagram represented in Figure 1: 
We give here the crossovers between the different regions 

region l/region 2: P ,  

region 21region 3: u, e P2/'N-BIb 

region llregion 4: u, = N-' 

region 3lregion 4: uq, PN412 

region 3lregion 6: uco P1I2 
region 4lregion 6: u, N-'I2 

Appendix 3 
In this appendix we give the maximum altitude h- 

reached by the solvent (h, is represented in Figure 3). 
This altitude corresponds to the minimum of ha, and h,2. 
When P < 1vl/2 

h, = hdry zz Er' 

6, = h,, g u 3 ~ P  

if P'12 < u < N-2/3 

if N-2f3 < u < P/6N4/6  
When hnI2 < P < Wf3 

h, = hdry LZ P' 
h,  = hc2 g n3PEr1 

h, = hc2 zz ubl2N 

ifEr'I2 < u < N-,I3 

if N-2/3 < u < P2N-2 

if PNm2 < u < N-' 
When P > PI3 
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- -2N-2 ifP'I2N-l < < N-213 
h*,=h&+b 

h- = h,, z abJ2N ifW2I3 < u < N-I 
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